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GOD ALWAYS SHOWS UP BIG
In Genesis 28 Jacob makes a commitment before he sets off 
for his calling: 

“If God stands by me and protects me on this journey on which 
I’m setting out, keeps me in food and clothing, and brings me 
back in one piece to my father’s house, this God will be my 
God.” Gen. 28:20 (MSG)

I love Jacob’s commitment and his pledge. Jacob is saying 
‘despite fear, despite the unknown, and despite all the drama 
in my life right now, I will journey with you.’ 

So how do we do this as a church? Well, one way we give peo-
ple this experience with God is on a mission trip. 

What does God do? He shows up. And shows up BIG.

He gives us direction. He provides for us – be it fi nances, time, 
resources, donations, visas, passports, advice, training, time-
off, ideas, or support. And then, he brings us back, set out to 
never be the same again.

Without a framework, people quickly end up back into normal 
life. They forget what God spoke to them and that experience 
of a lifetime just became the same as a vacation: a time of fun 
and adventure, in the past. 

Why not give yourself the experience of a lifetime that keeps 
you charged back at home?

* Habakkuk 2:2 (MSG)
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1st Spiritual Marker 
YOUR PERSONAL STATEMENT 
Understanding your why will keep you grounded when you set 
out on this journey. One thing is certain – you will face setbacks, 
feel spiritual attacks, and question your commitment to the trip. 
We outline the key questions that will give you the passion you 
need to push through difficult times. And, we write our com-
mitment so we can return to the great decision we made when 
we said YES.

2nd Spiritual Marker 
PREPARATION 
Your mission trip is filled with meetings, planning, designing, 
writing your story, and gathering donations all while doing the 
most important task: growing spiritually. This journal is designed 
to give you room to identify your weekly tasks and jot down im-
portant notes from your meeting. While, most importantly, not 
overlooking the spiritual wins God is giving you along the way. 

With two pages per week it’s easy to handle and with one page 
per meeting, you will make sure to keep all the great inspiration 
for the long haul.

3rd Spiritual Marker 
IN COUNTRY
It’s here. Your bags are packed, your passport in hand, and your 
spirit is ready. From here on out, God will show you his love 
and compassion in surprising ways. One day can be filled with 
100 surprises. To give you room to capture it without feeling 
overwhelmed you complete your journal twice a day, for just a 
few moments each. 

And since you collect more stories than you can write, we give 
you our method of quickly capturing the heart of a story with-
out explanation.

4th Spiritual Marker 
WHEN YOU RETURN
Your journey may feel over, but it’s not over yet. It’s like God fed 
you a meal that could last a year. We breakdown a one-page 
weekly review for you to capture all the experiential knowledge 
and wisdom God poured out during the trip. When you look 
back in retrospect, you begin to understand things that you 
didn’t in realtime speed. 

5th Spiritual Marker 
PERSONAL COMMITMENTS
What is your return strategy? How do you take what you ex-
perienced and transfer it to the people back at home? Many 
people with great, world-changing ideas are not able to make 
them happen. 

We designed this final section for you to first realign your heart 
with a gratitude map. From there, we outline and breakdown 
the joy of personal commitments, how to break bad habits, 
and how to step into your dreams. We define your next steps 
with an in-depth and well tested method of winning. Reentry 
doesn’t have to be tough. We give you the tools and tricks to 
turn your experience with God into a lifestyle.

THE FIVE PART FRAMEWORK

Over and over again we found that mission trips require loads of dif-

ferent preparation. Planning an orphan care or healing or evangelical 

missions trip requires diverse training. 

Considering this, we realized there are spiritual markers that happen 

on nearly every trip. Our 5-Part framework is the jolt of inspiration and 

structure you need to help you internalize fast-paced spiritual develop-

ment to the fullest. 
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WHEN TO WRITE IN
THE MISSION JOURNAL

Our goal is to take those bursts of God’s love that come at us 
each day as we prepare for our journey and document them. 
Our easy-to-follow structure and design allow you to document, 
review, and discover what God is doing in your life. Being able 
to connect the dots as we journey with God is one of the truest 
ways we know we have a relationship with him.

That way, when it comes time for you to take a step of faith, 
step outside your comfort zone, you won’t dodge risk because 
of fear or complacency. You will be more open to faith adven-
tures because you know that God will come through. He is as 
big as He says He is and now you will have proof.

The ideal time to write in this journal is once a week as you pre-
pare for the trip, before and after each team meeting, and ev-
ery morning during your trip. The planner is designed to make 
the routine of journaling simple and painless. Returning to your 
journal will never be a chore. When updating your journal, you 
don’t need to write 1000 words or spend more than 7 minutes 
with your journal at a time. All you need is an organized place 
to record all your spiritual growth. 

The journal spans a five-month timeframe (20 weeks). The jour-
nal begins 12 weeks before your departure, includes 16-day 
entries in country, and continues four weeks upon your return.

HOW TO USE
THE MISSION JOURNAL
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UNDERSTANDING YOUR WHY 
(18 minutes)

Understanding your personal why gives you a starting step to 
reveal what God is going to do on this trip. In this notebook, 
it doesn’t matter what your why is – all that matters is that you 
are honest.

Why is your trip important to God? 
Write down what you know about God’s heart, verses in scripture, and 

stories from the Bible that convey this point.

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

Why are you going on this trip?

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
        
   
Why do you believe this mission is important?

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________

“Do all the good you can. By all the means 
you can. In all the ways you can. In all the 

places you can. At all the times you can. To 
all the people you can. 

As long as ever you can.” 

JOHN WESLEY

PERSONAL
Statement
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QUESTIONS TO PONDER

What does God want to do spiritually within you?
Try and imagine what God is doing in your life right now and where he 
may be leading you. Jot down any thoughts that come to mind.

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

What fears do you have?
‘What if something happens to me?,’ ‘I won’t be useful,’ or ‘I have nev-
er done this before’ are normal to experience when you commit to go. 
The best way to deal with them is to address them. 

THOUGHT STARTERS Fear of being judged, making mistakes, fear 
of missing out, fear of regret, fear of adjusting to the team/culture, fear 
of being unqualified, fear of travel/flying, fear of misguiding people 
spiritually, fear of bugs, fear of being alone, fear of the unknown, fear 
of germs, fear of being able to raise the money.

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

What is one thing you would love to gain from this journey?

Maybe you want to deepen your relationship with God. Maybe you 
want to help make world a better place. Or, maybe you want to know 
God as your Provider/Shepherd/All-Powerful/Healer/Comforter/Help-

er/Hope/Faithful/Anchor/Father. Find what gets you excited about 

the journey. 

______________________________________________________________

DEEPEST FEARS

Often, our greatest strength is on the other side of our deep-
est fear. It’s time to have a one-on-one conversation with God. 
Use this section below to drop what the world expects of you, 
what society says you should be doing, and what those closest 
to you might say. 

What are the barriers keeping you from chasing your dreams?

______________________________________________________________

“Whenever you find yourself on the side of the majority, 
it is time to pause and reflect.” 

MARK TWAIN
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DARE TO DREAM

Many barriers keep us from chasing our dreams. Most of them 
are false – ideas or conclusions we made up that are not real. 
It may make you nervous and give you the butterfl ies, dare to 
dream outside your comfort zone. As Bob Goff said it, “Com-
fortable people don’t need Jesus.” 

For this upcoming trip, I want to be open to step outside my 
comfort zone regarding:

1. ___________________________________________________________

2. ___________________________________________________________

3. ___________________________________________________________ 

THOUGHT STARTERS sharing your faith, cultural norms, public 
speaking, sharing the gospel, comforts in your home or work, your 
routine, germs, health, not having enough money for the future, your 
performance standard, seeing bugs, food standards, fl ying, talking to 
strangers.
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MEETING NOTES
(5 minutes)

What topics were discussed during the meeting?

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 
    
     

What is one thing I learned in this meeting?

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

What did God say to me in this meeting?

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 
    

What do I need to do before the next meeting?

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________*John 20:21
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GROWTH
What has God been speaking to you? Are there any verses or 
promises of God that keep coming up?

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

RECOMMIT
What tasks were not completed last week?

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

        
NEXT WEEK
Three most important tasks of the week

If these were the only tasks you completed during the week you’d 

be satisfied.

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________

HIGHPOINT
One major breakthrough, miracle, or blessing this past week

______________________________________________________________

WINS
What’s going well? Any wins (big or little) this past week?

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

CHALLENGES
What challenges have you faced this week?  

Do you feel ready to take them on?

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

CHALLENGES
What anxieties seem to be bombarding you?

______________________________________________________________

“You can give without loving.  
But you cannot love without giving.” 

AMY CARMICHAEL

WEEK ______ DATE: ___ / ___ / 20___
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______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________
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DEPARTURE TRAVEL NOTES 

ITINERARY

DEPARTURE DATE AND TIME: ________________

ARRIVAL DATE AND TIME: ____________________

Airline/Flight/Train/Bus Info ___________________
Departure City ________________________________
Distance ______________________________________
Arrival City ____________________________________

Layover Time  __________________________________

Airline/Flight/Train/Bus Info ___________________
Departure City ________________________________
Distance ______________________________________
Arrival City ____________________________________

Layover Time  __________________________________

Airline/Flight/Train/Bus Info ___________________
Departure City ________________________________
Distance ______________________________________
Arrival City ____________________________________

NOTES/STORIES

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________ 
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Bags packed, passport in hand, and a heart full of excitement. 
After hours of preparation and anticipation, today you set out 
on your journey. Be open. Be expectant. Be ready. 

It’s time to free your mind of day-to-day stressors and make 
yourselves vulnerable to God’s artisanship. The next step of 
your journey begins.

  IN 
Country

“We have a God who delights  
in impossibilities.” 

BILL SUNDAY
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MORNING
TODAY’S VERSE: ________________________________ 

I am grateful for

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

DAILY GROWTH

What are you most excited about today?

________________________________ 

Any fears or anxieties?

________________________________

EVENING
List 3 amazing things (big or little) that happened

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

One way you experienced God in a new way

________________________________
       
List one thing new—seen, met, eaten, touched, smelled, or experienced

________________________________
     
What are you looking forward to tomorrow?

________________________________

DAY: _________  DATE: ___ / ___ / 20___

STORY CAPTURE

Each trip includes a few hundred amazing stories. Story 
Capture is a quick technique to capture as many stories as 
possible by only writing key points of the story. In French, 
this is known as ‘aide-mémoire.’ Literally meaning: an aid 
to memory, especially a book or document. Use this sec-
tion below to write down the top highlights from today by 
capturing significant words and phrases that will buzz your 
memory later. The small details will help you remember the 
big details.

Only write down three components per story: who, where, 
and what made it special.

Example: (who) Michael and me with the kids, (where) in the 
dining hall, (what) reenacted the story of David & Goliath for the 
kids.

1. _______________________________________________

    _______________________________________________

2. _______________________________________________

     _______________________________________________

3. _______________________________________________

     _______________________________________________

4. _______________________________________________

     _______________________________________________

5. _______________________________________________

    _______________________________________________

“Here am I! Send me.” 

ISAIAH

*Isaiah 6:8
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DAY: _________  DATE: ___ / ___ / 20___ DAY: _________  DATE: ___ / ___ / 20___

STORY CAPTURE

Capture today’s best stories by writing down three components 
per story: who, where, and what made it special.

Example: (who) Michael and me with the kids, (where) in the dining 
hall, (what) reenacted the story of David & Goliath for the kids.

1. _______________________________________________

    _______________________________________________

2. _______________________________________________

     _______________________________________________

3. _______________________________________________

     _______________________________________________

4. _______________________________________________

     _______________________________________________

5. _______________________________________________

    _______________________________________________

MORNING
TODAY’S VERSE: ________________________________ 

I am grateful for

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

DAILY GROWTH

What are you most excited about today?

________________________________ 

Any fears or anxieties?

________________________________

EVENING
List 3 amazing things (big or little) that happened

________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

One way you experienced God in a new way

________________________________
       
List one thing new—seen, met, eaten, touched, smelled, or expe-
rienced

________________________________
     
What are you looking forward to tomorrow?

________________________________

“My weakness is my greatest strength, for then I trust alone 
on Jesus, when I feel my own dependence.”

CHARLES SPURGEON



After the trip, there are mixed emotions and feelings.

Back at home, we feel God shows up or we feel God distant, as 
if we left him in country. 

While we share all the amazing stories with family and friends, 
we must also confront our fears and pain points that keep us 
from chasing our God-given dreams back at home. Sharing our 
story isn’t about the art of storytelling. It’s about embracing the 
emotions of telling our story. Maybe we gave up on our dream 
years ago because we failed.

The first step we take after we fail at our dream is we scale them 
back or we set our dreams behind complicated obstacle cours-
es too complex to ever find our way through. This final section 
will help you keep your goals large while setting a clear course 
for execution.

The first 30 days after your return are the most critical. The 
journal is designed to give you room to revisit everything. And 
maybe, just maybe, the potential you unlocked in country can 
send you charging into your next adventure. What goals and 
dreams have you been putting off? Did something new grab 
you? Did you discover something new about yourself you never 
knew before? 

Let this next section of the journal be the most important. It’s 
never too late to begin a new chapter, add a surprise twist, or 
change genres entirely. Take your life out of a holding pattern. 
After this section, you’ll come away with a roadmap and proven 
tools to make your dreams a reality.

DARE TO DREAM

WHEN YOU

Return
“You can’t connect the dots looking forward;  

you can only connect them looking backwards… 
believing that the dots will connect down  

the road will give you the confidence to follow  
your heart even when it leads you off the well worn path.” 

STEVE JOBS
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NOTES/STORIES/REVELATIONS/
QUESTIONS

       
 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________

 

MAJOR DISCOVERY, INSIGHT, OR 
TAKE AWAY?

        

______________________________________________________________

Three things I am thankful for in my life this week

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

One thing that has been resonating with me this week from the trip?

______________________________________________________________

What has improved since the trip, big or little?

______________________________________________________________

CHALLENGES  
Expect Setbacks

What is difficult to cope with after the trip?

______________________________________________________________
What is one conversation that keeps coming up again and again 
this week?

______________________________________________________________

How is your view of God changing because of this experience?

______________________________________________________________

What has God been saying to you in your quiet time?

______________________________________________________________

POST TRIP 
WEEK 1
(8 minutes)

“The Bible tells us that God cares less about how much 
we have and more about what we do with it.”

JOHN RINEHART



Upon your return, settling back into routine life is normal. 
What’s not normal is to come back, settle into life, and not re-
spond with new life habits. This part of the notebook is the 
most important. God is speaking, and now is our time to listen. 
He may have shown you things that will radically change your 
day-to-day back at home. Find a problem you care about and 
start solving it. The question is this:

How is your life going to change after this radical experience? 
Better yet, how will the world be better off thanks to you having 
been on this earth?

Start by setting goals: one personal goal and one professional 
goal. If you are a student, instead of setting a professional goal, 
create an educational goal.

Good ideas are common–what’s less common are people who 
execute them. Studies by Yale and Harvard have shown that 
writing down goals increases the likelihood of accomplishing 
them. At Harvard, researchers asked an MBA class upon grad-
uation: 

Do you have specific goals for the future with a concrete plan 
for their attainment?

Only 3 percent answered yes, while the majority of the other 
students, about 84 percent, had no goals at all. 

The 3 percent that set goals went on to be making 10 times as 
much as the 97 percent. Imagine having 10x more impact in 
the Kingdom by simply spending 10 minutes to write out your 
goals. 

PERSONAL 
Commitment

“To achieve exceptional things, you must 
hold yourself to exceptional standards, regardless of 

what others may think.”

ADAM BRAUN
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1 PROFESSIONAL OR EDUCATIONAL GOAL

THOUGHT STARTERS: Increase income, increase savings, begin 
investing, become debt free, start/finish major projects, increase cus-
tomer satisfaction, learn new skills, get a promotion, find a mentor, 
read 30 minutes every day, take a course, join a supportive organiza-
tion, hire a coach, mentor someone else, complete classes, graduate 
from college, complete an online program.

I want to accomplish ________________________________ 
   (specific/measurable)

By____________________
 (date)

Because 

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
(3 reasons/benefits/reasons not to give up)

I’ll need to ______________________________________________
(daily/weekly/monthly habits, disciplines, or behaviors 

you need to accomplish this goal)

With ____________________________________________________
(who or what will you need help from?)

Identify poor habits, time-wasters, or behaviors you need to 

STOP to achieve this goal:

__________________________________________________________

Once you finalize your goals, make sure they are written, 
prominently displayed and regularly reviewed. 

Now, let’s write out our goals

1 PERSONAL GOAL

THOUGHT STARTERS: Volunteer at church, join a spiritual group, 
read more books on spirituality, learn a language, time freedoms, iden-
tify who you want to meet, meet your ideal weight, increase stamina, 
increase amount of charitable giving, reduce cholesterol count, reduce 
caffeine, run a marathon, spend more time with family, visit relatives 
once a month, dedicate evenings to children, plan a date night with 
spouse every week.

I want to accomplish ________________________________ 
   (specific/measurable)

By____________________
 (date)

Because 

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________
(3 reasons/benefits/reasons not to give up)

I’ll need to ______________________________________________
(daily/weekly/monthly habits, disciplines, or behaviors 

you need to accomplish this goal)

With ____________________________________________________
(who or what will you need help from?)

Identify poor habits, time-wasters, or behaviors you need to 

STOP to achieve this goal:

______________________________________ ________________________
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YOUR PERSONAL GOAL:

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________

YOUR PROFESSIONAL GOAL:

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________
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Identify:

What is the single greatest timewaster in your life?
______________________________________________________

What is the next biggest timewaster in your life?
______________________________________________________

Good leaders have clear to-do list. Great leaders have a ‘stop 
doing’ list. What we commit to stop doing can be just as or 
more important than what we start doing. A Stop doing list 
always heightens your focus with your passion, purpose, and 
calling. What is costing your time, energy, and resources that 
does not fit? 

List three things you should stop doing

THOUGHT STARTERS Drinking caffeine, watching Netflix, eating 
out, working during family time, trying to please others, hanging out 
with…, eating late, spending time on Facebook.

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________ 
 

HEDONIC TREADMILL
Definition:  A theory proposing that people stay at about the same 
level of happiness regardless of what happens to them.

More simply put, an example of the Hedonic Treadmill is when 
we pray, receive amazing blessing from God, yet still feel the 
same as before. We realize the thing we predicated our happi-
ness on has came to pass but our happiness hasn’t changed.

Imagine this playing out when life gets better, but we still live 
in a rut, draw the same negative conclusions, and sabotage 
our success. The underlying theme here: Regardless of income, 
good health, and our relationships, we want more. Our happi-
ness doesn’t seem to improve as our possessions, position, and 
power do. 

Most people have a few things they do that cause the majority 
of their pain (like binge eat, staying up late watching TV/Netflix, 
or not having a budget). Instead of living this cycle year after 
year, you can change the same underlying tendency by simply 
realizing what they are. A great question that Tim Ferriss, NY 
Times Bestselling author, puts forth is, 

What 20% of activities are causing 80% of 
your negative emotions?

CHOOSE WHAT TO LEAVE OUT
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TAKEAWAYS

What 1 fear did you overcome during this experience?

______________________________________________________________

Your top 3 takeaways from the trip 
(that you will live back at home)

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________ 
  

What single thing would you like to make absolutely certain 
you do (if at all possible) during your lifetime?

______________________________________________________________
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MAJOR ACTS OF GOD DURING THE PAST 5 MONTHS

1. _______________________________________________

2. _______________________________________________

3. _______________________________________________ 

4. _______________________________________________ 

5. _______________________________________________

6. _______________________________________________

7. _______________________________________________

8. _______________________________________________ 

9. _______________________________________________ 

10. _______________________________________________

11. _______________________________________________

12. _______________________________________________

13. _______________________________________________ 

14. _______________________________________________ 

15. _______________________________________________

16. _______________________________________________

17. _______________________________________________

18. _______________________________________________ 

19. _______________________________________________ 

20. _______________________________________________

PERSONAL MIRACLE LIST

*Psalm 119:156




